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Introducing VIEWS Overview

What is VIEWS?
The Violence and Impacts Early-Warning System

Collaboration project between PRIO and Uppsala University

Main objectives:

Forecast armed conflict and (eventually) the negative consequences of armed
conflict on a range of human development outcomes

Forecasting structure:

Countries, geographical locations, (and actors TBA)
Forecasts 1–36 months into the future
Monthly updates

Funding:

European Research Council
Riksbankens Jubileumsfond
Swedish Research Council
Research Council of Norway
UK FCDO, UN ESCWA, UNHCR, ...
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Introducing VIEWS VIEWS Outcomes

“Old ViEWS” (2018–2021): Dichotomous outcomes

ViEWS prediction target −→ 2021:
Predicting the probability of fatal political
violence in a given month

For each of three different types of
political violence (UCDP definitions)

State-based conflict
Non-state conflict
One-sided violence

Levels of analysis:

At least 25 deaths per country
At least 1 death per ‘grid cell’

For Africa (2018–2020) and the Middle
East (2021 −→)

Country-level
(25 BRDs per month)

PRIO-GRID level
(1 BRD per month)
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Introducing VIEWS VIEWS Outcomes

“New VIEWS”: Model for continuous outcomes

ViEWS prediction target 2022 −→:
Predicting incidence and the number of
fatalities from organized political violence

For state-based conflict

To be expanded to all three types of
violence

For both levels of analysis

Per country
Per ‘grid cell’

For a broader geographic scope

Global coverage at country level
Africa and the Middle East at grid level

Dichotomous predictions derived from these

Extension funded by UK government (FCDO)

Predicted fatalities in Dec-22
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Methods Data

Key predictors:
Build on 50 years of peace and conflict research

Uppsala Conflict Data Program

Data for 1990–2020: UCDP-GED
(Petterson et al. 2021)

Annual update schedule; 2021 data
now available

Data for January 2021 →:
UCDP-Candidate (Hegre et al. 2020)

Monthly updated candidate data
UCDP Candidate data replaced by
UCDP GED annually

Supplemented by ACLED

Fatalities in Aug-22
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Methods Data

Key predictors: Country level

Conflict history (UCDP, ACLED)

Political institutions, democracy (V-Dem)

E.g. liberal democracy, rule of law,
equality, exclusion of social groups in
politics

Development (WDI)

E.g. GDP per capita, infant mortality rate

News monitoring (Mueller and Rauh 2018)

Economic growth (IMF WEO)

Food prices, food security (FAO, FAOSTAT)

E.g. mean food prices, food price inflation,
access to clean water, basic sanitation

Water management, societal vulnerability
(FAO, FAO AQUASTAT)

E.g. freshwater withdrawal, water
management efficiency, renewable
resources

Burkina Faso, January
2017

Burkina Faso, April
2017
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Methods Data

Key predictors: Grid-cell level

Conflict history (UCDP)

E.g. fatalities per grid cell and in
neighbouring grid cells, time and
space lags, decay functions

Natural and social geography
(PRIO-GRID)

E.g. terrain type, resources,
proximity to cities and country
borders, demography

Climate and societal vulnerability
(PRIO-GRID, MIRCA, MAPSPAM,
SPEI Global Drought Monitor)

E.g. climate extreme indices,
reliance on agriculture, crop
yields, precipitation

Agricultural drought, June 2018
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Methods Modeling

Methods: Ensembles, feature sets, and algorithms

Submodel A combination of a feature set and an algorithm

- Feature set: Group of predictors (independent variables)
- Machine-learning algorithms: Random forests, gradient
boosting, Markov models, and hurdle models (for handling
zeroes)

Ensemble models Final predictions combine the sub-models

- taking advantage of the ‘wisdom of the crowd’
- one ensemble for each level of analysis

Partitioning Splitting the data

- Sub-models trained on data for 1990–2012
- Ensembles trained on data for 2013–2016
- Performance evaluated on data for 2017–2020

Calibration Adjust predictions at the geographical level

- so that they sum up to predictions at country level
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Methods Evaluation

Evaluating predictive performance

What constitutes a good prediction?

Main metric: Mean Squared Error

The square of the difference between what we predict and what
actually happened

Favors well-calibrated models

Prediction uncertainty 12 months into the future

Predicted fatalities:

3–10: 50% are 1 or higher

30–100: 90% are between
30 and 200.

300–1000: all are above 100,
and 90% are above 800.
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Presenting the outcomes Latest predictions

VIEWS latest predictions

6 months ahead (April-23) Total predicted fatalities over the
next 12/36 months
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Presenting the outcomes Latest predictions

Countries of interest

Percentage change in predictions
the past 3 months (Oct 2022)

Some countries we forecast to
escalate to more violent levels in
12 months

Country Current status Prediction
Yemen < 100 > 100
Syria < 100 > 100
India < 100 > 100
Kenya 0 1 − 100
Chad 0 1 − 100
South Sudan 0 1 − 100
Turkey 0 1 − 100
Iran 0 1 − 100
Thailand 0 1 − 100

For the peaceful group we predict 1–5 fatalities
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Presenting the outcomes Zooming in on one country

Predictions for Nigeria – Stable high violence

Predicted fatalities Jan 2023

Predicted fatalities (PRIO-GRID, Jan 2023)

About 440 fatalities predicted for
Nigeria in November of 2022. This
number increases up to almost 600
3–6 months into the future. Our
most long-term prediction of 36
months indicate a moderation back
to around 400 fatalities a month.

Features informing the predictions
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Societies at Risk and ANTICIPATE Assessing the risk of humanitarian impact

VIEWS: Assessing the risk of humanitarian impact

VIEWS = S@R + ANTICIPATE + DEMSCORE + ViEWS Assessing and
forecasting adverse humanitarian impact in a risk framework:

Rk
i ,t = I k

(
Hit ,Eit ,Vit

)
Risk Rk

i ,t : Risk of impact of outcome k for location i at time t

Impact I k : Impact function for an outcome; e.g. excess infant
mortality

Hazard Hit : Probability of event that has impact (armed conflict)

Exposure Eit : The extent to which a local population is exposed to
the hazard

Vulnerability Vit : The extent to which a local population is vulnerable
to the exposure
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Societies at Risk and ANTICIPATE Impacts of armed conflict

What are the impacts of armed conflict?

Existing research studies the impacts of
conflict in isolation across sectors, such as
health, the economy, access to safe water,
political institutions and interpersonal
trust.

Societies at Risk and ANTICIPATE will
make available:

An enhanced capacity to quantify the
expected negative consequences

A theoretical framework for impact
risk assessment across multiple
outcomes

A methodology to estimate impact as
well as the uncertainty involved
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Figure 1. Conflict and growth in Burundi and Burkina Faso.

Conflict and GDP, Burundi 1990–2006

Sinjar, Iraq. Photo: Levi Meir Clancy
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Societies at Risk and ANTICIPATE Impacts of armed conflict

Questions?

Thank you!
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